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Navigation is simple with tactical menu keys. It’s classic design keeps it simple to use and to
program. We are currently operating from 10 AM to 7 PM EST Monday through Friday. As the
outbreak is still developing, the situation is fluid, and these hours could change further. We
apologize for any inconvenience this causes and ask for your patience during this time. Heres how
you can get it under control with one option, the Inteset 4in1 Universal Remote. The ageold solution
of adding a universal remote to the mix might be your best bet. The Inteset 4in1 Universal Remote is
an affordable remote that works with over 100,000 devices, comes with support for some of the most
popular streamer settop boxes and can be customprogrammed. Its an affordable remote and a
breeze to set up. Heres how its done. Apple TV You might be inclined to set up the Inteset remote
with your television first, but if youve got an Apple TV, you might want to start with that. Out of the
box, the Inteset 4in1 Universal Remote is programmed to control the Apple TV on the A device
channel. Select Start to begin. The onscreen instructions will walk you through the mapping process.
Youre free to map the remote how you want, but if you need a guide, you can find the default
mapping by going to remotecontrol.inteset.com and hovering your cursor over the Apple TV picture.
Alternatively, you can add the Apple TV programming to the Inteset remote by pressing and holding
the SET button until the LED indicator flashes twice, then press 02615. This will automatically add
the default Apple TV key mapping to your Inteset remote. Television Fortunately, Inteset has a large
database of setup codes, and you can search for your TV brand here. There will likely be multiple
codes for your televisions manufacturer. You will have to use trial and error to determine which is
the correct code. Once youve located the codes, power the television off, then manually turn it back
on without a remote.http://nnt52.ru/userfiles/cominox-sterilclave-18s-manual.xml

hama universal 4 in 1 remote control manual, gbs elettronica 82504 remote universal
4 in 1 manual, vibe 4 in 1 universal remote manual pdf, inteset 4-in-1 universal
remote manual, ellies 4 in 1 universal remote manual, rca 4 in 1 universal remote
manual, magnavox 4 in 1 universal remote manual, vibe 4 in 1 universal remote
manual, target 4 in 1 universal remote manual, philips 4 in 1 universal remote
manual, 4 in 1 universal remote manual, rca 4 in 1 universal remote manual.

Next, choose which one of the four channels you want to use A, B, C or D and press the
corresponding button near the top of the remote. Press and hold the SET button until the LED
indicator at the top of the remote flashes twice, then enter one of the fivedigit codes. The LED
indicator will flash twice once more. To test if the code worked, press the Power button. If the
television doesnt power off, hold the SET button once more and try the next fivedigit code. Repeat
until you find the correct code. Manually add a remote If you cannot find the setup codes for your
television or none of the codes work, you will need to manually program the remote using your
existing remote.To put the Inteset remote into its learning mode Press one of the device channel
buttons A, B, C or D and hold the SET button until the LED flashes twice. Enter 975. The LED will
blink twice. While pointing the two remotes at one another, only a few inches apart, press the button
that you want to learn on the Inteset remote. The LED indicator will be solidly lit for several
seconds. On the original remote, press the corresponding button quickly. Next, on the Inteset
remote, press the next button you want it to learn, followed by the corresponding button on the
original remote. Repeat this process until the Inteset has learned all the compatible functions of the
original remote. You can program up to 75 buttons, but the capacity varies based on the IR codes
from the original remote. Other devices If you want to use the Inteset remote to control any other
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supported device, you just need to use the Device Setup Code Lookup tool on Intesets website to
locate the setup codes. After you have all the codes you need, its a simple as selecting a device
channel on the remote, holding the SET button until the LED flashes twice and entering a
code.http://adepotcustom.com/UploadFiles/20200908192047152.xml

Here are the fivedigit codes for some of the more popular gaming consoles and set top boxes
Android TV 03666 Apple TV 02615 Roku 03061 Xbox One 04000 Xbox 360 02049 Nvidia Shield
03918 Factory resetting the remote If you need to replace a device with a new one, simply program
the new device over the old one. However, if you need to factoryreset the remote, press and hold the
SET button until the LED flashes twice, then enter 977. The LED will flash twice again, indicating
that the remote has been restored to default settings and all programming has been removed. We
delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be
closed at any time at our discretion. One remote for all your devices. Guaranteeing optimal TV
reception every time. Completely safe and functional for total protection. Find your setup code in 3
easy steps Please use our website for FAQs, movies or to contact our support team. By using
mandatory cookies, we ensure that all main functions of this website are available to you.You will
find information on this and more in our Privacy Policy. Universal 4in1 Remote Control. But it doesn
t happen magically. You. Please select the remote control to be programmed. Please select the
bank.If you do not know. Dedicated remote control programmable from your PC, which satisfies all
users. Universal PC programmable remote control for 4 sets Air Conditioner TV. If you develop a
new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to. TV code listAppendix B. 4. Thank
you for purchasing a RadioShack 41 Family. You can set the remote to control a second TV,
DVD.Remote Controls. Our remote controls and RCCreator is the new type of universal remote
controls. The right one for better control your TV world. You can program your RC for up to 4
different devices such as TV, DVD, AUX, SAT. Before we explain how remote control assignments
are made and.

If you assign C1 on your MIDI keyboard to a Session View Clip Launch button, that key.Users Guide.
RCR504BR is easy to use, easy to program, and it gives you total control at the touch of your. Made
in China. you total control at the touch of your fingertips!. 4. Press and release the 1 button. Count
the number of times the remote light flashes. This is the number. Reload to refresh your session.
Reload to refresh your session. One remote for all your devices. Guaranteeing optimal TV reception
every time. Completely safe and functional for total protection. One remote for all your devices. We
do this by creating smart technology with the sole purpose of making life less complicated. We
aspire to make your life easier by putting you in complete control of your home entertainment
appliances, giving you peace of mind to enjoy your home to the fullest. Not knowing which remote to
use. Sounds familiar A One For All universal remote control conveniently connects up to eight
devices in your house at once. Uniquely this one handheld remote replaces the remotes for your TV,
Bluray, streaming devices like Apple TV, soundbar, DVD, game consoles and media center. Our
Designovation program believes design should be rooted in user insights inspired by consumer
trends and enabled by proven technology. Our ultramodern remote controls are fully compatible due
to our world’s most complete database of over 335,000 device codes covering over 7000 home CE
brands worldwide. The database is continuously being updated, which means you can keep up with
the latest hi tech trends, now and in the coming years. Its thin and works very well. The only
downside to my understanding is that it only holds your codes for your devices for 10 minutes if the
batteries die completely, but keep some batteries around, and dont worry about missing remotes or
having to juggle up to four of them instead of this great product.One code provided for Zenith and it
worked marvelously.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69557

The remote, albeit cheap doesnt necessarily feel cheap in the hand like the other junky one I got at
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Big Lots. Its got a nice solid feel to it. And at the price, you can easily.So, as a service to humankind,
here are some instructions in a font you can read, copy and paste and enlarge to whatever level you
need.Comes with a bracket customized for your remote type no universal BS straight from amazon.
Roku bracket is ordered separately I believe If anyone has suffered from the terror of toddlers
making off with 1 of your remotes leaving you without sound this is the way to fly. Thank you for this
product. It was clearly well thought out. Being in IT people often ask me for personal technology
recommendations, but I usually try to avoid it lest I be stuck supporting it. You are the first product
in 5 years I actually made a legitimate post on Facebook talking about how greatly this item
performs its intended purpose. Flawless execution! Comes with side click, battery,.The material
seems inferior to the original. There is no keyboard on the reverse side, like the original. Out the
box, it works like the original. I did not have to set up anything, or program it. So, I guess Ill hold on
to it for now.That surprise also came with a bit of hesitation because I had never heard of Inteset
and reviews were so few. The price helped ease my concerns and I decided it would be worth the
risk. I will begin by stating that I am more than satisfied with this purchase. For a company that I
had never heard of before and a product that was so new, I would have not been shocked to find it
was just some subpar quality garbage that was incorrectly advertised. It arrived in a generic white
box with.I have an RCA tv that includes a dvd player I was able to find the code that configured all
the settings on my TV.The remote looks great an works for my Samsung an sharp tv.an the price is a
win,winIm glad that I can access the menu portion of the tv with this remote.

http://www.efodis.com/images/canon-mp460-instruction-manual.pdf

I deluded to buy this remote when we received a tv as a gift from a friend. They were moving and
didnt need it anymore. Instead of waiting for them to find the remote and bring it back to my house I
just ordered this remote instead. I like the size and simplicity of the remote. It serves the function
that I need it to and doesnt mess up. Ive bought more expensive remotes that might do more things
but honestly they are a waste of money!We opened the remote, pressed power and it worked.We
didnt have to program it or anything.This remote can be programmed by simply aiming it at another
remote and pressing a few buttons. I first programmed from a smart TV remote then from a cable
box remote. Grandma is super happy! Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page
1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned
model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a
rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Amazon Customer 1.0 out of 5 stars It has eliminated a lot of
functions with other remotes. I would recommend it to others.Just accept that some of the lesser
used functions may not be accessible via this remote and you may have to revert to the original
remote. Which functions do not populate the remote will be up to you though. So my first advice
would be do not rush setting this up. So one of my problems was a Panasonic TV, Panasonic HDD
recorder with DVD, a You View box and a Soundbar. These illuminate momentarilly whenever a
button is pressed to indicate what you are operating.

https://eastwestmacrobiotics.com/images/canon-mp480-printer-user-manual.pdf

To change this you press the obviously positioned mode button which cycles through the four
options. It should be noted that if no commands are entered into an option it is skipped and does not
illuminate. Its also worth noting it is up to you what goes where so you could control two TVs, one in
TV mode the other in AMP maybe. Just be aware of the limitations outlined below and where
possible use the supplied codes in the correct mode for the device you wish to control. There are
three ways to get this device to operate what you have; 1 using the 4 digit codes given in the
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instruction manual. 2 manually by pointing the old remote at this and pressing the button you want
to copy and the button on this where you want it to be. 3 unversival search. Whichever method you
use will require you to press the master magic button, the mode input button, then a three digit code
depending on which option you have chosen followed by other simple steps depending on the option.
This sounds complex but in practice is quite simple. A few things to note. When I first set up the
device I decided to do it totally manually, a long slow process but one that I thought would give
exactly what I wanted first time. However the device ran out of memory. This is indicated by a solid
blue light rather than the normal double flash to confirm acceptance. I believe I had entered about
50 commands when this occured. I could not find any official information about this but found that if
I used the given codes to initially set up, 90% of the remote functions worked allowing me to use the
obvious limited memory to adjust things to my taste i.e. no subtitle button was available so I added it
manually. If there is no code in the manual for your particular device then use the universal learning
option which, having tested it on some obscure items I have, seems to work for most things. Dont
forget you can mix commands from different devices.

For example you use a sound bar instead of the TV speakers so having set up the TV just manually
copy the volume control from the soundbar into the TV section or where ever you wish it to be. My
volume control and mute is repeated across all devices so it does not matter which mode I am using
the most used controls are availiable. I also found that the internet functions of my smart TV were
not accessible and I had run out of availiable buttons in TV mode. Also note that the codes given in
the manual are in sections so a Sony product will be in TV, DVD and AMP for example. Setting up my
four devices took the best part of two hours, spread over a couple days. It is also worth keeping the
old remote to hand for a few days after because it will be an almost certainty that you will discover a
missing function or ill placed button and need to alter things but once done its well worth it. For the
money there is little to criticise.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The claim made
by One For All for being guaranteed to work with all models is no lie. I have a Polaroid Freeview box
that wasnt listed in the codes section at all for freeview, but was only mentioned for TV. So I used
the learning feature using my worn out original remote and it worked like a charm. I was surprised
that this remote needs x4 AAA batteries to run though Usually remotes need x2 AAA batteries, but
that really doesnt matter as it is guaranteed to work with all models. My advice would be to look at
the setup tutorial on their website very helpful and I had my devices setup with a couple of minutes.
Another thing is if you use the learning feature, youll need to pair up each button you want to copy
from your original remote. I paired up all of the buttons from my original remote in about 5 minutes.
Definitely would recommend this to anyone and is by far the best remote I have ever
purchased!Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

extreamtuning.ru/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bfe0fb4ad7---
compustar-starter-manual.pdf

Please try again I bought this to use with four devices, all well known brands and mostly important
are the TalkTalk branded YouView box and a Sony smart Blu Ray player. The YouView box is one of
the most common settop boxes in Britain up there with Sky and BT boxes so it beggared belief that
there is no code for that device on this remote. That shouldnt be a problem though as its possible if a
little timeconsuming to copy each keys actions from the original remote to this one. I did that and
everything seemed to be fine until I then needed to manually add or change keys on the other
devices. No matter what I did, this OFA remote seemed to be accepting the input from the original
remotes but not actually storing the information. With the other devices, the remote worked
reasonably well with a Toshiba TV using the onboard codes or it would have if Id been able to
customise a couple of keys. The codes for the Sony BluRay were less succesful but again, would have
been fine as a basic setup if Id been able to customise the incorrect keys. The codes for a Samsung
surroundsound system were a joke and the inability to customise more than a couple of keys after
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settingup the YouView box was the killer for this thing. No idea if any costs are involved or if they
will at least be able to let me add the YouView box and release enough memory to be able to
customise the other devices. Will wait for their response but looks like Ill be returning this to
Amazon. They never asked what the issue was and dont explain what it is they will be doing. Worst
of all, they say that I must complete a form which according to them is included as an attachment
with the email. There is no attachment so theres no way to do anything. Bottom line this is going
back to Amazon.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again A lovely weight to this control,
it does not feel cheap and flimsy like most for the price.

Does not come with batteries which is to be expected, and easy to just pop a couple in the back. Very
pleased and nothing negative to say about it at all.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again The one downside though, in order to program bespoke functionality, you need to have
another remote control for the device you want to use it for and then you pair it up with this remote
so that it can pass across information and knows what function youre trying to set. But I bought this
because my original remote control is broken. I managed to get around it by installing the Sure
remote control app on an old phone and using that in place of the devices original remote control in
order to program this remote control. Annoyingly, like most top end smartphones of recent years, my
current phone doesnt have an infrared sensor so cant be used as an IR remote which I needed
because my TV is actually a monitor and so cant connect via WiFi and I want my new remote to work
on that as well as the Humax box whose remote control stopped working properly but luckily I still
have an old phone that has IR. But without that Ive no idea how I would have programmed the
bespoke functionalities. It seems odd that you would need another remote control in order to set
some of the functions up on this one, given that most people are likely to want it because theyve lost
or broken their old one.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Opened packet, read
instruction, used magic button and was set up and using with full functionality in about 3 minutes. I
really like its simplicity and ease of use, picture attached of other brands with magic abilities.
Additional Bought 3 more, really impressed with ease of use. I have one for Alba2008,Walker2015
and Sony2000 TVs all synced straight away. I also have 4 android TV boxes to go with TVs and was
able to manually program the buttons and functions, this is time consuming, but worth it.

Also paired them with an old Acoustic DVD player. Definitely RecommendSorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Put the code in for the tv and it worked straight away, although certain
functions seemed to be missing, of which more later. There wasnt even a bluray section in the code
manual, but I tried a dvd code from the same manufacturer and it worked, again with a couple of
missing functions. I thought this needed to be addressed and turned to the learning function now Im
very sceptical about manufacturers claims, but it really is simplicity itself hold the magic button
down, press 975 and copy your buttons you can do loads at the same time if wished by pointing the
remotes at each other, thats it, youre done I knew now that Id be able to use the procedure for my
Audiolab hifi system, synced em up and it works absolutely flawlessly I would unhesitatingly
recommend this remote to anyone. Points to note there are several other setup methods, the
foregoing are just the two I tried.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Unfortunately
this one for all remote is useless as a replacement for a freeview recorder remote. You cant tell from
the pictures that it is missing these. Only the very basic buttons are catered for. After setting up the
humax it wouldnt let me set up any other device.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Having looked on the oneforall web site to confirm that the product was compatible with our
TV it was duly ordered and arrived promptly On arrival the product was attempt to be set up using
the instructions. There were two or three routes for set up and it looked like a failsafe system. The
first method involved looking up a code for each device and entering it. Although the website had
indicated compatibility, none of the codes provided in the instruction booklet worked and this
included trying the codes for the manufacturer from a range of different types of device.



The instructions said that could take some time and up to 150 key presses might be required if one
of the codes worked. At at three or 4 seconds for each key press and wait to see if it worked.Still no
joy. On to the website to check the support. It takes quite a bit of time to find things on the site lots
of irrelevant pictures and limited information. Eventually I found a promising support section as
there was an option to enter the make and model of the device that was being difficult.The model
number and revision number that are both needed are hidden underneath the tightly fitted batteries
in the battery compartment. yes I can tolerate the odd broken nail if I can get the remote to work.
Ok, I managed to enter all the details required and then I got a message that the codes were known
to the company but were not in the database of the handset I had. I was instructed that I should
contact the company using the information provided in the manual. By now I have spent a couple of
hours wasting my time because the company had not been upfront about what was supported and
what was not. OK so perhaps I will be able to get the remote control to work if contact the company.
I was directed to the manual for contact details. This sounded good and I looked in in the relevant
section of the manual. The only contact for the UK was the web address of the company and a
premium rate 0901.The alternative they provided was also unobtainable. I had a look round the
website and found I was being directed round in circles to the page referring me back to the
manual.There was no contact information that I could find on the website. I now have spent well
over 4 hours on this, so have cut my losses and am returning the remote to amazon. I see from other
amazon reviews that the company has responded to negative feedback and asked people to contact
them.however there seems to be no realistic way to contact the company.

It is the difficulty of contacting the company that is particularly irritating with the salt being rubbed
into the wound by the apparent expectation of the company that even if the customer could contact
them they should pay for the privilidge of getting a problem resolved. In summary I suspect that if
all your devices happen to be in the builtin database, the system might work well, however the
handset unlike the advertising claims is not universally compatible, even with devices from common
companies. Concept is great but implementation and support is appalling.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again The main reason I wanted an additional remote is that the volume control
on the original LG remote is quite small and difficult to find in the dark. The one for all remote has a
large silver volume control and looked ideal for the job. After I ordered the one for all, I realised that
my TV remote uses radio waves like Bluetooth rather than infrared light, so I was not expecting it to
work at all. However, when it arrived I did the quick set up, and to my surprise found that it did
control most functions of my TV. The TV must have an infrared sensor in additional to the radio
remote receiver. It is doing the main thing I bought it for, that is the volume control and channel
changes work. The reason for the 3 star review is that the learning functions of the remote wont
work in my case. If you are buying this for a newer TV with a radio remote, or something like a
firestick, be aware that it cant learn from such a remote. 100% compatibility Not really.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Fazit Sie kann! Die Einrichtung ging zwar nicht in
Sekundenschnelle, aber letztendlich habe ich ihr alle Funktionen beigebracht, die bisher auf 3
Geraten verteilt waren und 9 Batterien benotigten. Die Essence 4 benotigt 4 AAA Batterien, die nicht
im Lieferumfang enthalten sind.

Also Batterien rein, Beschreibung zur Hand genommen und los gehts Ich habe einen Grundig TV,
einen SMART SATReciever und eine SAMSUNG 51 Anlage mit Blue Ray Player. Obwohl das TVGerat
und und die Samsung Anlage in der sog. Schnellspeicherliste enthalten waren, deren Einrichtung
mit nur 3 Klicks geschieht, waren danach nicht alle Funktionen verfugbar. Der Reciever musste
mittels CodeTabelle eingerichtet werden. Mit dem dritten von 4 Codes zu Smart Recievern hatte ich
dann Gluck. Da die Essence 4 eine Lernfunktion hat, wollte ich ihr also noch die fehlenden
Funktionen meiner bisherigen Fernbedienungen beibringen. Beim TV bin ich mit der returnTaste
zuerst gescheitert. Hier hat die Bedienungsanleitung eine kleine Schwache Sie sagt nur, dass man
die Taste auf der OriginalFB drucken muss. Tatsachlich muss man sie festhalten bis die blaue LED



auf der Essence 4 zwei Mal blinkt. Dann noch 1x die MagicTaste drucken und die Essence 4 legt die
ausgewahlte Funktion auf der vorher bestimmten Taste ab. Auf diese Weise habe ich dann alle
benotigten Funktionen noch auf die Essence 4 ruberkopiert und gut. Es funktionieren alle 3 Gerate
einwandfrei mit nur einer FB, die zudem auch noch eine Funktion hat, mit der man alle Gerate durch
einen Tastendruck ein bzw.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again To our utter
amazement on the very first attempt at programming it and by using the first code given on the
make of our player it worked immediately, I can only say that we were not only stunned but also,
extremely impressed and that is why I am taking the time to write this review. Highly recommended
!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again This remote had all the symbols that you can
program for the Apple TV with the exception of the rewind 10 sec function which i assigned to the
mute key which is just under a similar symbol for skip 10 sec button between vol and channel keys.

There is an Apple code in the manual, but did not have all the functionality for the 4th Gen. So
although I was happy with the original Apple TV remote, I love the fact this is far more accurate
especially when the kids are using the Apple TV where I dont have to worry about them breaking the
expensive original Apple remote.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Jai trouve la
telecommande qui pilote les deux. Je sais que des telecommandes plus elevees en prix pouvaient le
faire avec programmation des activites, mais pour pour cela reste cher pour au final une
telecommande et lusage que je veux faire avec.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
The set up was up to five button presses or steps to do a specific thing and the instructions are very
clear. I was able to get the blu ray player going and the buttons allowed me to access play pause etc
ans the menu for subtitles etc and eject so thats a success. I then got it to work on my TV it wouldnt
learn the code bit was able to learn directly by me pressing the button until it turned off. Then I
learnt how to teach this one to havw the same buttons in the same places as my TV remote meaning
ita exactly the same. What I will point out is that to turn up the TV while watching a DVD or blue ray
ya would need to put it in to TV mode an easy thing to do once ya know how. Made up cos disnt
expect it to work. My TV is technika and blu ray is LG. Im gonna ask and see if anyone knows how
and if I can set it up for an Xbox 360 I think it should. What a relief cos one I didnt think it would
work an two I didnt think it be so easy. It waa cool having the remotes teach each other well old one
teaches new one ans ya can tell it works by the lights on it blinking etc. Will be able to watch my
first ever blu ray Alita Battle Angel which looks amazing think Ill get me some Kubrick classics
too.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again.
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